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VitalSource - Bookshelf Online.

March 18, ; Last Update: Scope Bookshelf is a biomedical literature trove, whether you are preparing for a
college biology test, studying health trends, or investigating the molecular basis of a gene mutation. Bookshelf
includes books, reports, documentation, and databases in life sciences and health care. Book content follows a
processing route similar to journal articles; tagging book data in a format similar to journal articles in PMC
PubMed Central has enabled Bookshelf to use existing PMC infrastructure and workflows for processing book
content. Bookshelf aims to further advance science and improve health care through the collection, exchange,
and dissemination of books and related documents in life sciences and health care. As a literature resource at
NCBI , Bookshelf serves to provide annotations for the factual information residing in the genomic and
molecular databases such as Gene and PubChem, and facilitate the discovery of this information. History
Bookshelf started in , with a single book, the third edition of Molecular Biology of the Cell, Alberts et al. The
first few books in Bookshelf were college text books. In the early days of Bookshelf, terms in PubMed
abstracts were linked to the books which served as encyclopedic references for these terms. Today, there are
over titles in Bookshelf see Figure 1. Number of titles added in Bookshelf each fiscal year October to
September and cumulative growth. The Collection and Content The collection is broadly biomedical in scope,
comprising a diversity of works. They include books, reports, literature databases, and documentation ranging
from basic undergraduate text books to specialized publications in life sciences and healthcare. Titles are
selected for the collection based on three criteria: Some works are in the public domain, whereas others are
copyrighted works for which the copyright holders have granted NCBI distribution rights. Once content is
selected for the collection, participants sign an agreement. See Information for Authors and Publishers for
details on the selection process, how to apply, and to view the agreement. Bookshelf serves users seeking
biomedical information; they include college and graduate students, scientists, healthcare professionals, and
patients. The free availability of the content ensures that the information is accessible by users who might
otherwise not have access to this data. The content providers agree to make the content freely available; they
include authors, editors, publishers, and administrators from universities, publishing houses, US and
international government agencies, as well as organizations in the health sector. Publishers and content
providers also benefit when their content is widely distributed to the general public, to health care
professionals, and to a population of students who will become the next generation of biomedical researchers,
clinicians, and teachers. Some content providers also agree to participate in the Open Access subset. For
content in the Open Access subset, XML , image and supplementary files are shared, allowing for
redistribution and reuse of the content. As the project grew with more data being added, the tag set had to be
modified, complicating data management and rendering. The similarities between book chapters and journal
articles, and between their shared tag sets, have permitted Bookshelf to leverage the robust PMC architectural
framework as well as existing PMC workflows and tools for handling the data. To enable continued
maintenance of the corpus of book data, and continued growth of Bookshelf, it has been necessary to balance
the needs of the publisher with the resources of the Bookshelf by streamlining the number of submission
formats. To this end, Bookshelf recently moved toward a requirement for data submission in semantically
tagged XML, which permits partial or complete automation of data processing. These guidelines are intended
to guide proper tagging practice through tagged samples, to reduce the variability in tagging data elements,
and to facilitate data exchange. A subset of Bookshelf projects that require frequent updates are authored in a
specialized Microsoft Word template that utilizes styles to semantically tag the document elements, such as
the title, author list, etc. Documents are updated in Microsoft Word and reprocessed using the Word
Converter. FTP is the main portal for data submission. For convenience in editing the book, the individual
book chapters and appendices are in separate XML files. Support data files for the book such as figure images,
PDFs, supplementary files, as well as original source files are also stored in CMS. In the CMS, book data are
checked for validation against the DTD, conformance to an in-house stylechecker which runs additional
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checks beyond XML validation to ensure data quality , and additional integrity checks to ensure that all files
associated with the book are available see below, Performing Quality Assurance. The different operations such
as validation, style check, integrity check and loading to PMC can be selected and run separately by the user.
However, these operations can also be defined as a workflow and the workflow can be run as an interactive or
batch process that ensures that the operations are executed in the intended order specified in the workflow.
The workflow is described as an XML document. The elements of the workflow are described using W3C
schema and include the CMS operations and conditional and branching logic to execute the next step
dependent on the success of previous steps. Defining workflows using XML gives users the flexibility of
creating custom workflows and modifying them as future needs change. Another example is authoring content
using the Microsoft Word template above. The XQuery and workflows can be set to run immediately or at a
future time using a built-in scheduler. This enables workflows and queries that require heavy processing to be
performed at times when the system is not so heavily used. Dataflow From the CMS , content is then
processed for storage in the books archive to enable fast delivery to the Web, and for the automated creation of
alternative formats example, PDF. The main steps of data processing are: Book-metadata is carried into every
book part. Text processing and image conversion occur in parallel. For text conversion, the software resolves
named entities, handles special or custom characters and custom math, validates XML , and runs the
stylechecker. For image conversion, the software which runs on open-source ImageMagick ImageMagick
Studio determines image dimensions and properties, such as size, type, and resolution, resizes images per
Bookshelf specifications, and creates for each image a thumbnail, a Web-resolution JPEG file, and a
high-resolution JPEG file if the source files were of high resolution. PDFs are created for book chapters if not
provided by the content provider and if their creation and display in Bookshelf is permitted. The PDF build
software uses the XML output of text conversion and creates a formatting object FO file, gathers image
heuristics, and resizes images so they are compatible with print layout. Loading to the Database The loading
software identifies the XML files for addition or replacement and loads them to the database. Each book in the
database is referred to as a domain. The loader validates the data, and performs checks for file types and
associated files; resolves loading of files associated with each XML file, such as images, equations,
multimedia, and supplementary files. It parses the XML for key metadata information, such as book-part
identifiers for storage in the main database tables. Citations that have PubMed identifiers are stored in the
database. It is actually a database cluster with a primary database for the main relational tables holding book
and book part information, as well as their properties and attributes; and several secondary blob databases for
holding the XML and associated file blobs. The program retrieves the book-part XML as well as additional
information about the book-part, for example PubMed IDs of references cited in the content. Bookshelf uses
the PMC Caching system in order to deliver its pages faster. It also exploits the PMC TagServer as a tool to
enrich the content, for example by mining and storing glossary terms mentioned across a book-part.
Performing Quality Assurance Quality assurance checks aim to protect the fidelity of data through all stages of
processing and ensure accurate rendering and retrieval by the user. Bookshelf uses both manual and automated
procedures for performing quality assurance checks. Metadata checks against the source documents, as well as
integrity checks to ensure that all book files are included are performed in the CMS. Following ingest,
processing and loading to the SQL databases, checks are also performed in the Book Viewer application to
ensure that all data is accurately rendered. Entrez records are created for a complete book, for its individual
chapters as well as for lower-level units, such as sections or tables. A Bookshelf Entrez record mainly
contains: Main search text which comprises the body of the content unit; Search fields based on bibliographic
and subject metadata, for example, authors or title; and Specially computed keywords and phrases. The
indexing process runs each night. A Perl program retrieves the book part XML files from the database. The
latter is then fed into the global Entrez indexing pipeline. In addition to the main indexing records, the process
also produces Entrez filters and links: Access Search Users can search Bookshelf for a term or phrase across
all books or in a single book. An advanced search builder and the ability to apply limits to the search query are
available. Standard search features familiar to PubMed users, such as Save search, Send to Clipboard, and
Search details are also available. See Searching Bookshelf for details on performing a Bookshelf search.
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Example Search for term: Similarly, the system employs a spell-checker or uses phrase tokenization if an
original user query yields no results. Browse Books can be browsed using an application that allows users to
filter the list of books by entering a term into a text box or by selection of one or more of the following
categories: This tool is available at: See Browsing Bookshelf for details on using the browse tool. Read The
book viewer application presents book content to the reader, as in the page you are currently reading. It
facilitates navigation within the book, as well as within the page. Through this application, users can access all
features of the book such as tables, figures, glossaries, bibliographic reference lists, download alternate
formats, view bibliographic information, copyright and permissions, and cite the content. Bookshelf catalog
records can also be found in the NLM Catalog. PMC ] [ PubMed: Molecular Biology of the Cell. Latterner M,
Hoeppner M.
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Chapter 2 : Get VitalSource Bookshelf - Microsoft Store
Download this app from Microsoft Store for Windows 10, Windows 10 Team (Surface Hub). See screenshots, read the
latest customer reviews, and compare ratings for VitalSource Bookshelf.

I use it to read comprehensive textbook of psychiatry which is quite a large book. There are many things
which can be fixed. When you read such large book horizontal scroll is useless. So may be other scroll can be
added for mobility inside a chapter. As the page moves side to side even while normal scrolling and
highlighting, it becomes very difficult to highlight and read. Although you have added the feature to approach
the previous chapter and the next one by horizontal swipe, but it is rarely get used and continuous side to side
movement of the page is really troublesome. Whenever app is left untouched for sometime, it starts to hang
especially when highlighting and then I have to either restart the app or go back to library and then open the
book. The highlight feature can be improved to consume less time especially when changing colors, as one
step is increased to tap again to see all the colors. I think you guys can learn a bit from adobe reader and
especially kindle, these are quite user friendly. I use kindle to read Synopsis of Kaplan and sadock. It is as
smooth as anything can be. Kindly improve your app, as it is not used by just random users who can migrate
to other ones, but professional users. The application just lags and lags and crash. Thought it was my iPhone
so then tried it on my new iPad mini retina , Not to mention Mac book pro and still the same. Who even reads
a book like a long bill. I wish I could not give even one star and this app is still set to work with IOS 6 is this a
joke or what!!!! It was working perfectly fine. But after last update few problems have started. Immediately
after updating, it became slow to respond. Then I had to uninstall it and again reinstalled it, after which it
started working fine. But still there is one major problem which is irritating me. But after updating to latest
version, when I try to highlight some text, the app hangs for few seconds before it recovers again. It breaks the
flow of study and continuity of reading. Thank you for your review. We are looking into the issues you
mention in your review and will see what we can do to fix them with the new app. If we need any more
information from your, we will reach out to you directly via email. If there is anything else we can add to the
app to make it better, please send it to me at, sean vitalbook. Thank you again for your review.
Chapter 3 : Bookshelf - The NCBI Handbook - NCBI Bookshelf
If you recently opened Bookshelf and all your books are now missing and replaced with a title named Where are my
Books?, you need to upgrade to the latest version of Bookshelf. Follow the instructions below based on your computer
or mobile device.

Chapter 4 : â€ŽBookshelf on the App Store
Bookshelf is VitalSource's eReader. Your account and login can be used to shop on our VitalSource store and access
your books through Bookshelf. Get to Know Us.
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